Measurement of myocardial oxygen tension: a valid and sensitive method in the investigation of transmyocardial laser revascularization in an acute ischemia model.
The effect of transmyocardial laser revascularization (TMLR) on microperfusion and oxygen supply was studied in an acute ischemia model, using 35 pigs, with 13 serving as controls. Measurement of tissue oxygen tension was compared with the semiquantitative measurement of microperfusion using contrast echocardiography and infrared laser Doppler. All methods were used before and after coronary occlusion and after TMLR. Effects were measured in the ischemic area and in two ischemia independent areas. At baseline, oxygen partial pressure was 54.2 +/- 15.7 mmHg and decreased to 2.8 +/- 1.4 mmHg ( P < 0.05) after occlusion. After TMLR, oxygen tension increased to 27.3 +/- 8.5 mmHg ( P < 0.05) in the ischemic area, indicating a significant effect of TMLR on microperfusion and oxygen tension. Changes in regional oxygen tension corresponded to Levovist density changes in contrast echocardiography and changes in microperfusion measured by infrared laser Doppler. Our data indicate that measurement of tissue oxygen tension is a suitable experimental tool to assess the effect of TMLR on myocardial perfusion, which cannot be discriminated using clinical imaging methods.